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The Redemption of Callie &amp; Kayden
By Jessica Sorensen

The Redemption Of Time
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Coincidence of Callie &amp; Kayden comes an
emotional new story about two troubled souls sharing one all-encompassing love . . .
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The Redemption Of Cain
The dark secret Kayden has kept hidden for years is finally out. Worse, he's facing charges for battery.
The only way to clear his name is for Callie to speak up-something he'll never ask her to do. Instead,
he'll do whatever he must to protect her . . . even if it means letting go of the only girl he's ever loved.
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The Redemption Of Henry Myers
Callie knows Kayden is going back to his dark place and desperately wants to save him. But that means
facing her greatest fear and admitting her own painful secrets aloud. The thought of breaking her
silence terrifies her-but not as much as the thought of losing Kayden forever.
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The Redemption Of Althalus
Deep in her heart, Callie knows the time has come for her and Kayden to forget the pain of the past.
With the help of her friends Seth and Luke she makes a plan to show Kayden the life they could have.
But can she convince him they can make a fresh start together-or is she already too late?
Ebook will be released tomorrow, July 30th :)
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The Redemption Of Ham
NEW COVER REVEAL!!!

GOOD NEWS ABOUT THE RELEASE DATE!! The one you see there for Feb 11, 2014 is for the
PAPERBACK!! The eBook will be released much earlier and we'll have a fixed date very soon :) YAYYY!!!
EDIT (just after finishing book #1) --&gt;
Holy brutal fucking cliffhanger!!
Please please pleeeease let this book have an early release.
Tomorrow would be good.
Or today.
I'll take either one.
I NEED TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENS DAMMIT!!!
If you have already read book #1 and want a leeeetle relief

NEW COVER REVEAL!!!

GOOD NEWS ABOUT THE RELEASE DATE!! The one you see there for Feb 11, 2014 is for the
PAPERBACK!! The eBook will be released much earlier and we'll have a fixed date very soon :) YAYYY!!!
EDIT (just after finishing book #1) --&gt;
Holy brutal fucking cliffhanger!!
Please please pleeeease let this book have an early release.
Tomorrow would be good.
Or today.
I'll take either one.
I NEED TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENS DAMMIT!!!
If you have already read book #1 and want a leeeetle relief, check out this Teaser From Book #2
</b>

...more

So, I'm not gonna do a big review yet, but I will say it's worth the wait. I loved this book! I loved Kayden
Owens and his amazing heart! I loved Callie and her will not to give up where Kayden's concerned.
They're truly a beautiful couple together. They're strong and flawed but their imperfections make them
real and I loved it. I lalalalala-LOVE Luke. He's such a badass and just awesome! Seth is also an
incredible character and friend. I really loved this continuation of Callie and Kayden.
But.

So, I'm not gonna do a big review yet, but I will say it's worth the wait. I loved this book! I loved
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Kayden Owens and his amazing heart! I loved Callie and her will not to give up where Kayden's
concerned. They're truly a beautiful couple together. They're strong and flawed but their imperfections
make them real and I loved it. I lalalalala-LOVE Luke. He's such a badass and just awesome! Seth is also
an incredible character and friend. I really loved this continuation of Callie and Kayden.
But...there was a couple things I'm not happy about that happened...or weren't resolved I should say.
Though it makes me more anxious to read Luke's book next!! Maybe we'll get answers there! YAY for
Luke's book, I love him! Oh and I love Kayden, really. He's just....*sigh*

IT HAS A COVER......LOOK AT THAT COVER. LOOK AT THAT COVER. I JUST HAD MAD COVERGASM.
AHHHHHHHHHH CAN'T WAIT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! LOVE THE COVER. LOVE IT!!!!!!!!!!!! CAN'T WAIT FOR MORE KAYDEN
KAYDEN KAYDEN KAYDEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

OMG guys....it's out in August....of THIS year!!!! Omg I was stressing about having to wait for a year, but
it's not true. So sorry i mislead you all...but it said it on GR so i thought it was true. I guess that makes
GR a liar, eh? This made my mother 'effing day!!!!! YAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Kayden. Kayden. Kayden!!!!! Can't wait
to spend more time with him!!!!
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The Redemption Of Sarah Cain
5 Beautiful and Healing Stars!!!

In â€˜The Coincidence of Callie and Kaydenâ€™, Callie Lawrence was saved by Kayden Owens. Now
Kayden may be the one who needs saving...
Itâ€™s been 7 months and 14 days since Iâ€™ve read â€˜The Coincidence of Callie and Kaydenâ€™. It
was easily one of my favorite books of 2012. And we all know it had one helluva cliffhanger! Well, it was
worth the wait! I thought the sequel was fantastic. And it picked up right where the first book left off...

Callie is worried about Kayden.

5 Beautiful and Healing Stars!!!

In â€˜The Coincidence of Callie and Kaydenâ€™, Callie Lawrence was saved by Kayden Owens. Now
Kayden may be the one who needs saving...
Itâ€™s been 7 months and 14 days since Iâ€™ve read â€˜The Coincidence of Callie and Kaydenâ€™. It
was easily one of my favorite books of 2012. And we all know it had one helluva cliffhanger! Well, it was
worth the wait! I thought the sequel was fantastic. And it picked up right where the first book left off...

Callie is worried about Kayden. After finding him the way she did, she needs to see him. Make sure
heâ€™s okay. His mother (evil) is making it very difficult.
My poor, damaged Kayden. Kayden is one of my favorite book boyfriends. Something about this guy
just tugs on my heart. Kayden is stuck. He canâ€™t tell the truth about what happens, so he lets people
assume what they will. By doing that, he pushes away the people that matter most to him. He
doesnâ€™t want to burden them.

â€œYou deserve better than this.â€•
It is a struggle for these two at the beginning of the book. Once they can get to the point where Kayden
can trust Callie and open up to her, things were much better.
â€œI trust you, Kayden. Even if you donâ€™t want me to.â€•
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I want him to me like I trust him. I owe him that much.
I owe him a lot
I owe him everything.
There is something about someone trusting you enough with their secrets that it makes it easier to trust
them. Itâ€™s like theyâ€™re opening their heart and in return yours should open up to them, too.
The thing about Callie and Kayden that I love so much is that they both are broken. They both are
tortured souls with traumatic pasts. They both have a ton of issues. Separate, they are kind of a mess.
But together... together they are better. Whole. Perfect for one another.

I realize how perfect we are for each other and also how disastrous we could end up being. Because
even though we can help each other pick up the pieces of our lives, we could also break at the same
time and then nothing would be left to catch us as we crumble.
The turning point is when Kayden realizes he doesnâ€™t have to do this alone. He has people he can
trust. That love him. That want to be there for him. That understand him.

All he wants is for Callie to be happy. Heâ€™s the only thing that makes her happy.
â€œJust tell me what you need to make you happy.â€•â€¨She looks me in the eye with tears
streaming down her cheeks.
â€œYou.â€•
Callie and Kayden have a special bond, a connection. Itâ€™s like they were made for one another.

Whenever she looks at me, I swear she steals another piece of my soul. Unlike most people, she
doesnâ€™t care if itâ€™s damaged. And once we kiss, Iâ€™m gone. The broken, soulless, empty Kayden
whoâ€™s existed since the first time his father beat him no longer lives. She owns me and I want
nothing more than to be with her.
But to truly be able to move on and get over their past, they have to confront it. Itâ€™s a very scary
thing to do. Itâ€™s one thing to confide in each other, but to get it out in the open to someone else.
Itâ€™s not easy. But necessary.
â€œYou donâ€™t forget. You just move past it. Let go. Be who you are supposed to be instead of
who they make you feel like you should be.â€•

They can do this. As long as they are in it together, they can do it. Move on. Confront their demons.
Okay. We can do this. Because I think weâ€™re stronger together.â€•
They are there for one another, but this may be something they need to do alone.
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â€œThank you for saving me.â€•
â€¨â€œThank you for saving me too.â€•
The best things about this book:
~The BFFâ€™s. Not only do I love both Callie and Kayden, but Seth and Luke are two of the best
friends/supporting characters. I know we are getting a Luke book (which I am stoked about) but Iâ€™m
really hoping for a Seth book as well.
~I love the #â€™s (example) #10 Face the truth and let it go.
~Callie is the perfect heroine. She isnâ€™t annoying at all. She is always there for the ones she loves,
and her strength. She is so strong in this book. Not only is she facing her own demons, but Kaydenâ€™s
as well. She is there for him. Gets him to open up and move on.
~Kayden. My beautifully broken boy.
A beautiful and emotional story of love, hope, healing, freedom, moving on and learning to give and
accept love. If you havenâ€™t read this series, I highly recommend it. A solid 5 star read for me.

...more
Review
â€˜Iâ€™m looking into his eyes and heâ€™s looking into mine and I wonder if maybe it wasnâ€™t
coincidence that brought me to him that night in front of the pool house. Maybe it was fate that guided
me there so I could save him and he could save me and then it could lead us here to this moment
where we are both completely content and free and glad weâ€™re alive.â€™
- Callie, THE REDEMPTION OF CALLIE AND KAYDEN
If I were good in finding romantic images that resembled Callie and Kayden, I would have pasted
Review
â€˜Iâ€™m looking into his eyes and heâ€™s looking into mine and I wonder if maybe it wasnâ€™t
coincidence that brought me to him that night in front of the pool house. Maybe it was fate that guided
me there so I could save him and he could save me and then it could lead us here to this moment
where we are both completely content and free and glad weâ€™re alive.â€™
- Callie, THE REDEMPTION OF CALLIE AND KAYDEN
If I were good in finding romantic images that resembled Callie and Kayden, I would have pasted my
review full with it. But unfortunately, I am not good in finding those images. Le sigh
First things first, what I really liked about the COINCIDENCE SERIES is the fact that the characters seems
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so alive. This is a well-written story. Love it.
After reading the first book in the series THE COINCIDENCE OF CALLIE AND KAYDEN in December 2012
and realizing that the second book was due to release in February 2013, I can say that I was friggin
happy because that cliffhanger was unacceptable. I repeat, unacceptable. But then we all realized that
the release date had been pushed back - several times. From February 2013 to February 2014 and from
February 2014 to July 30th.
Dear fellow Callie and Kayden obsessed readers, we have been waiting for a very, very, very long time
for the release of the second book in the Coincidence series. Letâ€™s say that I was depressed and
frustrated that the release date of the book got pushed back many times and that I was surprised that it
finally was available after coming back from a three weeks vacation. I totally forgot about THE
REDEMPTION. Ok, not really â€˜forgotâ€™ the thought of it was still somewhere in my mind but it has
gone to the background.
THE REDEMPTION -for short- was one hell of a roller coaster... Well maybe I am over exaggerating
butâ€¦whatevâ€™ . To be honest, I donâ€™t remember everything from THE COINCIDENCE except for
the most important parts and the fact that I fell in love with both Callie and Kayden as main characters.
But there is a clear difference between THE COINCIDENCE and THE REDEMPTION. While the first book
of the series was the lighter part of the story, the second books dealt with the heavier part: saving each
otherâ€¦ or rather finding their redemption. And I preferred the first book to the second book just
because of that. Though I wanted them to find their â€˜freedomâ€™, I liked reading about them
together but because of the problems they had to deal with first, the time of them being together being
sweet and all was pretty short and practically not enough.
My mind was pretty blank while reading THE REDEMPTION. What will happen? Where will it take place?
How will the story develop or how will they find their redemption? We didnâ€™t know. I didnâ€™t know.
I didnâ€™t know that Kayden had it that bad. Nor did I know that Lukeâ€™s life wasnâ€™t that easy too.
And the blurb wasnâ€™t helping at all.
But here we are and I am glad that we finally got some closure. Please note and pay attention to my
emphasis on the word â€˜someâ€™, because youâ€™ve to realize that this is not the endâ€¦YET!
original review @ moringo reviews

-I can't wait.
And because the ''Keep Calm ...'' images are like a hype now...I have created my own
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28th February. We can do it, now the world did not end!

Update &lt;#insert date-blegh&gt;:
You must be kidding me.
Yes you are.
I feel cheated.
How come that the publication date changed at the very last minute.
This must be a dream - wake up -!

You know what forget it. There is not even a date yet :) Hurray.. *sarcasm dripping from every word
Ebook might be released earlier, though!
Reality sucks.
I love the teasers. I am glad we have them..but it is not helping me at all. We have got a long way to go.
...more
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The Redemption Of Our Bodies
Just loved it...Love that Kayden!! Full review to come
Received an ARC from the publisher and NetGalley in exchange for an honest review. Thank you!
I can't even begin to describe all of the emotions this book made me feel while I read it. Not to mention I
couldn't put it down. This was the PERFECT sequel.
If you haven't read The Coincidence of Callie and Kayden - then please read no further.
We begin book two with Kayden in the hospital and Callie is not allowed to visit him. Unable to tell the
truth about what really happened, he's resigned himself t

Received an ARC from the publisher and

NetGalley in exchange for an honest review. Thank you!
I can't even begin to describe all of the emotions this book made me feel while I read it. Not to mention I
couldn't put it down. This was the PERFECT sequel.
If you haven't read The Coincidence of Callie and Kayden - then please read no further.
We begin book two with Kayden in the hospital and Callie is not allowed to visit him. Unable to tell the
truth about what really happened, he's resigned himself to going back home to his parents house and
keeping his pain and the truth buried. He is such a broken man that he doesn't feel worthy of Callie and
her love. While trying to figure out how to deal with his demons, he pushes her away.
Callie is also carrying around a heavy secret that has traumatized her for the past 6 years. She will have
to decide if it's worth confronting her past in order to heal and have a future with Kayden.
I just LOVE these two! I felt the horror and pain they went through and it broke my heart. They
understood each other having both suffered such traumatic experiences in their lives. I wanted
desperately for them to find happiness and make peace with their pasts. Their story is completely
addicting. Through all of their pain and suffering, they found comfort and healing with each other and it
was so beautiful. There is no major cliffhanger (THANK GOD), although the ending does leave it open for
the story to continue. I saw that the author has put on Goodreads that there will be another book for
Callie and Kayden and I can't wait!
I can't express how much I love these books. They are must reads!
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The Redemption Of The Mariner Occurs When He
02.28.13
I NEED THIS BOOK ASAP!!!
HURRY UP!!!
5 stars !!! I loved this book HARD !!!
Kayden

"I can't really do anything with you right now." ~ its the stupidest thing that's ever left my lips, but it
needs to be said. She deserves better than the broken piece of shit that I am.
You need to walk away from me. PLEASE, walk away.
Kayden ! What a beautiful soul ! There was something about Kayden's story that took hold of my heart
from page one of and never let go ! I was seeking personal redemption for him......
I'm looking into his eyes and he
5 stars !!! I loved this book HARD !!!
Kayden

"I can't really do anything with you right now." ~ its the stupidest thing that's ever left my lips, but it
needs to be said. She deserves better than the broken piece of shit that I am.
You need to walk away from me. PLEASE, walk away.
Kayden ! What a beautiful soul ! There was something about Kayden's story that took hold of my heart
from page one of

and never let go ! I was seeking personal redemption for him......

I'm looking into his eyes and he's looking into mine and I wonder if it wasn't a coincidence that brought
me to him that night in front of the pool house. Maybe it was fate that guided me there so I could save
him and he could save me and then it could lead us here to this moment where we are both completely
content and free and glad we're alive......
reÂ·dempÂ·tion
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1. The act of redeeming or the condition of having been redeemed.
2. Recovery of something pawned or mortgaged or stolen
3. The payment of an obligation
4. Deliverance upon payment of ransom; rescue.
I really, really, really needed this redemption to be happening for these two broken characters. I
wanted to take back the precious moments in LIFE that were stolen from them.
Callie

Skittish cat turned sex-kitten......I loved how Callie evolved ! She was this mouse of a girl and
then....self-discovery and healing lead to a really amazing character. I found no fault with her. i
repeat.....she did not even give my Kiera nerve the tingles. Her attitude was kick-ass and although she
definitely had reasons to be weak.....she was strong as all hell. Girl power. The love she had for Kayden
is what helped him to heal. Callie's love definitely healed all Kayden's wounds.
I don't know what I'm doing and all I can hope for is the best. It's the worst feeling in the world because
hope has never been that kind to me.~ Callie

I.CAN'T.DO.THIS.WITHOUT.YOU.I.CAN'T.LIVE.WITHOUT.YOU.
#16 Make someone understand that you understand them no matter what it takes
There's this mind-blowing moment when I realize something. Someone understands me. Callie
understands me. She gets it and she's not afraid of me or what's inside of me. And while I don't
understand it, I want it-I want her.
Maybe if I try hard enough, we'll fall into each other and become one single person and we can share
our pain instead of carrying it by ourselves.
You are the only person who I can ever feel whole with.

#10 FACE THE TRUTH AND LET IT GO
Here is about the time in the book when I lost my shit. FREEDOM. Beautiful moments of when they
decided to let the truth set them free. I was having those type of random bursting into tears
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moments....the ones where it wakes my hubby up from a deep sleep and he thinks I'm having a
seizure.....I was crying !!!! GOD sooooo beautiful. I love how they let it all go.....overcoming their fears
and just let it all go............

You gave me good. I never had good before.

Something Like Me by Staind
But every time you say you love me
I just have to stop and catch my breath
How can somebody love something like me ?
And every time I feel I'm falling
You'll be there to save me from myself
Little angel watching over me

Jessica Sorensen ~ the queen of slow burn. You had me at Micha ....and now Kayden...and
HOLY.SHIT....now my heart just transferred to Luke. I'm greedy. Please hurry and BRING IT ! I will read
anything you write....to-do list, grocery list, shit-list.....you write it ....I will read it and weep........
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The Redemption Of Cain Trailer
4.5 Stars

Redemption picks up with Kayden in a mental health facility, and Callie lost and confused about how to
help him. Kayden cares about Callie and wants to protect her at all costs. He knows he is damaged and
the last thing he wants for her to bring her down with him, but Callie doesnâ€™t want Kayden to
withdraw and protect her. Callie cares about Kayden wants to be there for him to help him.

Lost on what to do and how to help she gets roped into a road trip idea with Seth and Luke. Their plan
4.5 Stars

Redemption picks up with Kayden in a mental health facility, and Callie lost and confused about how to
help him. Kayden cares about Callie and wants to protect her at all costs. He knows he is damaged and
the last thing he wants for her to bring her down with him, but Callie doesnâ€™t want Kayden to
withdraw and protect her. Callie cares about Kayden wants to be there for him to help him.

Lost on what to do and how to help she gets roped into a road trip idea with Seth and Luke. Their plan
to convince Kayden that taking this trip would be best for everyone.

Callie and Kayden have a long way to go, but both have made plans to get better. They now understand
that hiding from their problems isnâ€™t going to make them go away.
I loved where this sequel took us. My heart broke for Callie and Kayden. Callie is so selfless in her love
for Kayden, and Kayden may not understand his feelings, but he knows she deserves the best.

This series continues to blow me away, if you havenâ€™t had a chance to fall in love with Callie and
Kayden I suggest you start now!
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For more Reviews, Free E-books and Giveaways

...more
Cut one star for the stupid, rushed and abrupt ending.. I mean seriously author, we read for the
endingings!!
Hope their 3rd book comes out ASAP!!
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The Redemption Of Christopher Columbus
5 soul touching stars!
"You donâ€™t forget. You just move past it. Let go. Be who you were supposed to be instead of who
they make you feel like you should be.â€•

You know when you are following a series and you left with a horrible cliffy from book 1? Sometimes
you cannot wait for book 2, sometimes you don't care and forget about it...?

Well let me tell you that this book is one that definitely cannot be forgotten about.

This filled with pain, raw emotion, hurt , unconditional friendship, love and re
5 soul touching stars!
"You donâ€™t forget. You just move past it. Let go. Be who you were supposed to be instead of who
they make you feel like you should be.â€•

You know when you are following a series and you left with a horrible cliffy from book 1? Sometimes
you cannot wait for book 2, sometimes you don't care and forget about it...?

Well let me tell you that this book is one that definitely cannot be forgotten about.

This filled with pain, raw emotion, hurt , unconditional friendship, love and redemption and hope..
"When our mouths unite, I can finally breathe again. Itâ€™s like Iâ€™ve been drowning for the last
month, only coming up for air when my lungs are about to burst. But her kiss has brought me to the
surface."
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Callie and Kayden both have issues. Deep traumatic issues.

Kayden is alive! Thank god!!
what good is being alive when he feels empty inside?

Dealing with what happened to him, Kayden is in a dark place.

"Each word was a cutâ€”a scar. On and on. Cut. Slash. Scar. Scar.

The only person who can bring him into the light to feel the things he deserves to feel is Callie.
"Whenever she looks at me, I swear she steals another piece of my soul."

Callie is so strong in this book. I am amazed by her. She let's out her secrets, faces her fears for Kayden
and herself.

"And what do you think will come from us telling someone?"
"Freedom.â€•
Their true strength is only seen when they are together...

"You saved me from a lifetime of self-loathing and torture. You saved me from myself, from my past,
from the painful, lonely future Iâ€™d set up for myself. Sometimes the best things are the ones that
arenâ€™t planned, the decisions made while living in the moment."
...more
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07.03.13
4.5 Stars

I feel like I say this about every Jessica Sorensen book I read but I swear this woman puts me through a
gamut of emotions. Redemption of Callie &amp; Kayden was one of my most anticipated sequels of
2013 and I don't even know if I can grasp everything that happened or begin to explain to you how I felt.
My thoughts and feelings are in a complete cluster f*ck right now. I cant even.
*Full Review to Come
** ARC provided by Publisher via NetGalley
-----------------------------------

07.03.13

4.5 Stars

I feel like I say this about every Jessica Sorensen book I read but I swear this woman puts me through a
gamut of emotions. Redemption of Callie &amp; Kayden was one of my most anticipated sequels of
2013 and I don't even know if I can grasp everything that happened or begin to explain to you how I felt.
My thoughts and feelings are in a complete cluster f*ck right now. I cant even.
*Full Review to Come
** ARC provided by Publisher via NetGalley
-------------------------------------------------------This is me waiting for this bookâ€¦
...more
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